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Proactive Collision Avoidance for ASVs using A Dynamic Reciprocal

Velocity Obstacles Method∗

D. K. M. Kufoalor, E. F. Brekke, and T. A. Johansen

Abstract— We propose a collision avoidance method that
incorporates the interactive behavior of agents and is proactive
in dealing with the uncertainty of the future behavior of
obstacles. The proposed method considers interactions that
will be experienced by an autonomous surface vessel (ASV)
in an environment governed by the international regulations
for preventing collisions at sea (COLREGs). Our approach
aims at encouraging dynamic obstacles to cooperate according
to COLREGs. Therefore, we propose a strategy for assessing
the cooperative behavior of obstacles, and the result of the
assessment is used to adapt collision avoidance decisions within
the Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles (RVO) framework. Moreover,
we propose a predictive approach to solving known limitations
of the RVO framework, and we present computationally feasible
extensions that enable the use of complex dynamic models and
objectives suitable for ASVs. We demonstrate the performance
and potentials of our method through a simulation study, and
the results show that the proposed method leads to proactive
and more predictable ASV behavior compared with both
Velocity Obstacles (VO) and RVO, especially when obstacles
cooperate by following COLREGs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The international regulations for preventing collisions at

sea (COLREGs) [1] require actions made to avoid collision

to be first proactive, and if necessary, reactive (see [1] Rule

8, and [2]). Proactive decisions are deliberate and clear

decisions, intended to control a situation rather than just

responding to it after it has happened.

However, most existing collision avoidance approaches

tend to be more reactive, instead of proactive, probably due to

the lack of effective strategies for handling the uncertainty

associated with the future behavior of dynamic obstacles.

A related issue is that a reactive situation may occur when

the decision making process fails to consider the possible

effect of the decision on the future behavior of other agents.

Moreover, several results in the literature show that, if the

interaction between agents are considered, we can enhance

collision avoidance decisions (see e.g. [3], [4]).

While existing reciprocal collision avoidance methods

expect dynamic obstacles to share the responsibility for

collision avoidance equally, more general approaches (e.g.

reflective navigation [4]) consider the behavior of obstacles

at different reasoning levels. However, for such reflective
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approaches to be practically feasible, one has to assume a

fixed level of intelligence for the obstacles and deal with the

associated uncertainties in a reactive manner.

The Velocity Obstacles (VO) method is a well-established

collision avoidance method that applies relative motion ar-

guments to achieve collision avoidance maneuvers. Although

the original VO method [5] is reactive and may produce deci-

sions that are not feasible for relatively slow applications like

marine vessels with dynamic constraints, some proposals in

the literature (e.g. [6], [7]) incorporate the agent’s dynamics

in the VO method either by formulating the VO problem

in the agent’s control input space or some other appropriate

state-dependent configuration space. Moreover, the results of

[7] show that choosing the agent’s target velocity as a high-

level control input, and consequently abstracting the low-

level control inputs, is probably the most practical approach

when considering a heterogeneous dynamic environment.

In general, we find the VO method as a convenient frame-

work (i.e. simple, easy to adapt and tune) for strategic proac-

tive COLREGs-compliant decision making, compared with

other known collision-avoidance methods such as Dynamic

Window (DW) [8], Inevitable Collision States (ICS) [9], and

some MPC approaches [10], [11]. In fact, different existing

variations of the VO method, such as Reciprocal Velocity

Obstacles (RVO) [3], Hybrid RVO [12], and Probabilistic

VO [4] approaches, have strategic elements that can be used

in proactive decision making.

For the above reasons, we derive a proactive collision

avoidance method for ASVs using the VO framework, and

the main contributions include a strategy for adapting the pre-

dicted share of responsibility w.r.t. dynamic obstacles, pre-

dictive feasible decision making, and COLREGs-compliance.

II. VELOCITY OBSTACLES FRAMEWORK

In this section, we introduce the notations, definitions, and

properties of the VO framework, which facilitate the design

of a dynamic reciprocal velocity obstacles (DRVO) method.

A. Safe passage circle and closest point of approach

The agents in this work are considered to be circular-

shaped (planar) dynamic objects whose boundaries describe

safety zones typically defined around marine vessels. For

collision avoidance decisions made from a long range, which

depends on the type of obstacle, environment etc, it is

common practice to specify a minimum separation distance

at the closest point of approach (CPA) to the obstacle (see

e.g. [13]). We denote the radius of the ASV, represented by

agent A, as rA > LA/2, where LA is the length of the ASV,



and we define the radius of the safe passage circle around an

obstacle vessel B of length LB as rB := dmin
AB −rA > LB/2.

The distance dmin
AB is the desired minimum distance between

the ASV and obstacle B at CPA (i.e. dCPA
AB ). Hence,

dCPA
AB ≥ dmin

AB (1)

implies that the ASV does not collide with obstacle B.

Let vA|B = vA − vB , and pBA = pB − pA. We denote

the time to CPA by tCPA
AB , which is computed by assuming

both vessels keep their velocities, vA and vB , constant.

Specifically, we find the time at which the distance between

A and B is minimum by solving for t in ∂
∂t
‖(pA + tvA)−

(pB + tvB)‖ = 0, which leads to

tCPA
AB =







pBA · vA|B

‖vA|B‖2
if ‖vA|B‖ > 0

0 otherwise

(2)

where pA and pB are the position vectors of vessel A and

B, respectively. Consequently,

dCPA
AB = ‖(pA + tCPA

AB vA)− (pB + tCPA
AB vB)‖. (3)

B. Velocity obstacles

Let A ⊕ B = {a + b | a ∈ A,b ∈ B} represent the

Minkowski sum of the sets A and B, which describe the

shape and size of agents A and B, respectively. Let −A =
{−a | a ∈ A} represent the set A reflected in its reference

point, and let λ(p,v) = {p + tv | t > 0} denote the ray

starting at position p with direction v.

Definition 2.1: (Collision Cone)

CCA|B = {vA|B | λ(pA,vA|B) ∩ B ⊕−A 6= ∅}.

The velocity obstacles (VO) method [5] defines a set of

velocities, denoted VOA|B for agent A with respect to agent

B, that lead to collision in the future, assuming that agent

B’s velocity is constant over time. Therefore, if it is possible

to select agent A’s velocity outside VOA|B , agent A will not

collide with agent B. For the sake of simplicity, we present

our VO definitions using the Collision Cone CCA|B that

considers the relative velocity (vA|B), instead of VOA|B ,

which represents an equivalent condition on the absolute

velocity, vA. That is, VOA|B is obtained by translating

CCA|B by vB as stated in Definition 2.2 (cf. Fig 1a).

Definition 2.2: (Velocity Obstacles)

VOA|B = CCA|B ⊕ vB .

When the context is not obvious we specify the current

position and velocity as p0 and v0, respectively, and pk, vk,

denote predicted values at prediction point k. The operator

[·]z is used to extract the z component of a cross product,

computed using the body-fixed frame where +x points

forward, +y points to the right, and +z points downward.

C. Velocity obstacles and closest point of approach

The CPA and VO conditions stated in the previous sections

provide different approaches commonly used in making

collision avoidance decisions (i.e. using position or velocity

space). Due to the constant velocity assumption used in both

approaches, choosing a velocity that is not within VOA|B

is equivalent to enforcing the dCPA
AB condition (1). The fol-

lowing proposition relates the two approaches and specifies

properties that allow us to easily use both position and

velocity space results in our collision avoidance algorithm.

Proposition 2.1: Consider two point particles A and

B moving with constant velocities vA and vB , respec-

tively. Let the radius of the circle centered at pB to

which the ray λ(pA,vA|B) is a tangent be denoted by

r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

. The equivalence of VO and CPA

properties can be stated as follows:

(i) The dCPA
AB given by (3) using (2) is equal to the radius

r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

.

(ii) The condition dCPA
AB = dmin

AB (cf. (1)) is satis-

fied iff λ(pA,vA|B) is a tangent to the circle with

radius r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

= dmin
AB > 0, thus

λ(pA,vA|B) is an edge of the CCA|B specified by

r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

.

Proof: see Appendix VII-A.

Remark 2.1: For agents that can be represented by

circular objects, the center point can be considered as

the point particle in Proposition 2.1, and dCPA
AB =

r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

must satisfy r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

≥
dmin
AB := rA + rB in order to avoid collision.

As a consequence of Proposition 2.1, we can strategically

decrease or increase the CPA by enforcing, respectively, a

reduced or expanded collision cone, and vice-versa.

D. Reciprocal velocity obstacles

The reciprocal velocity obstacles (RVO) method [3] in-

troduces the idea of sharing the responsibility for collision

avoidance among two agents. Instead of taking full responsi-

bility, as specified by VO, the RVO method suggests that an

agent takes only half of the responsibility and assumes that

the other agent reciprocates by taking the remaining half.

Moreover, RVO in its generalized form may implement any

balance in responsibility between two agents as stated in the

following definition, and illustrated in Fig. 1b.

Definition 2.3: (Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles)

RVOA|B (αA|B) = CCA|B ⊕
(

(1− αA|B)vA + αA|BvB

)

.
Setting αA|B = 0.5 in Definition 2.3 recovers the typical

RVOA|B definition, where equal responsibility for mutual

collision avoidance is expected from agent A and B.

III. DYNAMIC RECIPROCAL VELOCITY OBSTACLES

This section presents a DRVO method, which relies on the

properties of the VO framework introduced in Section II.

A. DRVO method

The RVO method described in Section II-D was pri-

marily developed to avoid oscillations in a multi-agent

navigation task [3], where the assumption that the agents

involved are capable of reciprocating each other’s effort may

be reasonable. However, this assumption is generally not

valid, especially when considering a heterogeneous system

of agents. Therefore, we propose that an agent adapts its
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(d) DRVO with COLREGs con-
straint set VA|B (in Section III-B)

Fig. 1: Illustration of VO, RVO, DRVO and COLREGs constraints.

share of the collision avoidance responsibility using a time-

varying parameter αt, based on an initial estimate α0 and an

assessment of whether the obstacle is cooperating or not.

Furthermore, we want the agent to deliberately choose a

side to pass an obstacle when a side is not specified by

COLREGs (see Fig. 2d). Therefore, we adopt the hybrid

idea in [12], where one edge of the resulting DRVO (cone) is

obtained from the original VO and the other edge is obtained

from the adapted RVO, depending on which side we wish

to pass the obstacle (cf. Fig. 1b and 1c). The intersection

between the chosen edges form the apex of the DRVO.

Specifically, given αt,A|B at time t, we translate the collision

cone such that its apex lies at

v
apex
t,left = vB +

(1− αt,A|B) [vA|B × λr]z λl

[λl × λr]z
, (4)

when B is expected to pass A on its left side, and

v
apex
t,right = vB +

(1− αt,A|B) [vA|B × λl]z λr

[λl × λr]z
, (5)

when B is expected to pass A on its right side. The

specification of the side to pass depends on the COLREGs

requirements for the particular situation (treated later in

Section III-B). The rays λl, λr from pA are, respectively,

the left and right boundaries of CCA|B (see Fig. 1a).

Definition 3.1: (Dynamic Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles)

DRVOA|B (αt,A|B) = CC∗
A|B ⊕ v

apex
t , where

(a) Head-on

, ,

,

(b) Crossing
from starboard

, ,

,

(c) Crossing
from port

, ,

,

(d) Over-
taking

Fig. 2: COLREGs scenarios and actions for two power-driven ves-
sels. The scenarios are described from the gray vessel’s perspective.

v
apex
t and the corresponding modified collision cone CC∗

A|B

are determined using equation (4) or (5).

The parameter αt,A|B is determined by an initial value

α0,A|B , which is adapted if obstacle B is not cooperating.

We adapt αt,A|B towards a predefined limit αt,A|B = ᾱt,A|B ,

where ᾱt,A|B = 1 represents full responsibility. Therefore,

α0,A|B is replaced by α−1,A|B (from the previous sampling

time) in the following equation, if α−1,A|B > α0,A|B .

αt,A|B := (6)
{

α0,A|B if cooperating

ᾱt,A|B − ρt,A|B(ᾱt,A|B − α0,A|B) if not cooperating

where ρt,A|B ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter, possibly dependent

on tCPA
AB and the dynamics of A, which will determine how

quickly agent A takes full responsibility to avoid collision

with agent B. Note that α0,A|B , ᾱt,A|B , and ρt,A|B allow dif-

ferent obstacles (and scenarios) to be prioritized differently.

We describe an obstacle B as cooperating with agent A if

the current motion of B leads to a passage on the side agent

A expects it to pass, as specified in the next definition.

Definition 3.2: (Obstacle is cooperating) Agent B is co-

operating with agent A if [vA|B × pBA]z < 0, when B is

expected to pass on A’s left side, or [vA|B × pBA]z > 0,

when B is expected to pass on A’s right side, and vA|B may

not be collision-free.

When agent A is required to take full responsibility, we

use a more strict condition where vA|B does not lead to

collision between agent A and B.

Definition 3.3: (Obstacle is strictly cooperating) Agent B

is strictly cooperating with agent A if [vA|B × λr]z ≤ 0,

when B is expected to pass on A’s left side, or [vA|B×λl]z ≥
0, when B is expected to pass on A’s right side.

B. DRVO with COLREGs constraints

Some required actions according to COLREGs specify

which side to pass an obstacle (see Fig. 2a and 2b). As shown

in [13], it is straightforward to include such specifications

into a VO framework by considering them as extra constraint

sets in the velocity space. For instance, we can specify that

vessel A should either stay clear or pass obstacle B while

seeing it on the left (or port) side by restricting vessel A’s

velocity in the COLREGs constraint set (see Fig. 1d):

VA|B =
{

v|v /∈ DRVOA|B (αt,A|B),

[v |B × pBA]z < 0 ∨ [v |B × λ
∗
l (v

apex
t ,p⊥BA)]z < 0

}



where v |B = v − vB , and p⊥BA is perpendicular to pBA.

The set VA|B will enforce starboard maneuvers in a head-on

or crossing situation (cf. Fig. 2a-2c).

Although we can decide to always choose a starboard ma-

neuver as in [13], we may unnecessarily restrict the vessel’s

motion in overtaking situations where a port maneuver is

the safest choice (cf. Fig. 2d). Therefore, we propose to use

only the DRVO constraints in VA|B when overtaking, and

rather choose a velocity that is on the same side of the line

bisecting the adapted RVO (cf. Fig. 1b and 1c). This choice

also determines which DRVO apex to use in Definition 3.1,

v
apex
t :=

{

v
apex
t,left if VA|B applies or [vA|B × pBA]z < 0

v
apex
t,right otherwise.

(7)

In situations such as crossing from port (left) and when

being overtaken, the obstacle is required to take much of

the maneuvering responsibility according to COLREGs (cf.

Fig. 2c-2d), requiring no extra ‘side-specific’ constraint on

the DRVO. In such cases, using (7) encourages the deliberate

choice of side consistent with the side sought by the current

velocity (cf. Fig. 1c and 1d).

IV. PREDICTIVE DECISION MAKING USING DRVO

After encoding deliberate behavior strategies into the

DRVO framework, based on the cooperative behavior of

obstacles and required COLREGs actions, it remains to

determine the collision avoidance trajectory that best captures

the agent’s own goals and dynamic limitations. For an ASV

(agent A), we propose a collision avoidance trajectory that

• is feasible with respect to the ASV’s dynamics,

• minimizes deviations from a preferred velocity v
pref
A ,

• minimizes changes in velocity, with respect to the last

commanded velocity vlast
A ,

• prioritizes course angle χ and speed v differently, and

• minimizes changes in COLREGs-compliant maneuvers.

Note that the course χ is measured w.r.t. the velocity vector

of the ASV and therefore includes an offset between the

heading and course angles (see e.g. [14]). In order to arrive

at the above goals in a computationally efficient way, we

first compute a set Ωc of candidate feasible velocities with

respect to the DRVO and COLREGs constraints, and then

we determine a reachable set Ωr from Ωc with respect to

the ASV dynamics.

A. Feasible velocity candidates

The set of candidate velocities Ωc is defined as

Ωc := Ωgrid ∪ Ωint ∪ Ωproj , (8)

where Ωgrid is a set of velocity grid points (see Fig. 3), which

are selected with fixed offsets from v
pref
A and are feasible

w.r.t. the constraints,

Ω0 :=
{

v | v ∈
⋃

Oj∈O

VA|Oj
, O = {Oj}

nO

j=1

}

, (9)

|v − vA| ≤ amax
A · tHd

, and |χ− χA| ≤ rmax
A · tHd

. (10)

The set Ω0 (9) is the combined COLREGs-constrained

DRVO set, considering nO neighboring obstacles (Oj), and

(10) specifies limits on changes in speed v and course χ. The

limit amax
A is the max acceleration, rmax

A is the max turning

rate, and tHd
is the time limit within which a commanded

change in velocity should be achieved. The time tHd
is also

the horizon used for predicting the ASV’s motion from the

current velocity v0
A to a new velocity (see Section IV-B).

The sets Ωint and Ωproj in (8) are sets of velocities that

satisfy (10) and are guaranteed to contain the solution of the

following optimization problem,

P0 := min
v∈Ω0

‖v − v
pref
A ‖. (11)

The solution to problem P0 represents the ‘ideal’ strategic

behavior that clearly indicates how the ASV intends to con-

trol a particular situation. We therefore include the solution

of P0 in Ωc to enable the possibility of choosing the ‘ideal’

strategic behavior for the ASV.

We compute a set of velocities that contains the solution

of problem P0 by exploiting the geometric structure of Ω0

based on the approach of [15]. Specifically, we consider the

set Ω0 as a union of line segments, which are intersected

pairwise. It can be shown (cf. [15], Lemma 1 and 2) that

if agent A’s preferred velocity v
pref
A lies within Ω0, the

velocity closest to v
pref
A is guaranteed to be in either the set

of intersection points (Ωint) that are located on the boundary

of Ω0 or the set of projections (Ωproj) of v
pref
A onto the line

segments that describe the boundary of Ω0.

B. Reachable velocities

We compute the reachable set Ωr ⊆ Ωc by discarding all

velocities in Ωc that lead to collision during the transition

from the current velocity v0
A to the candidate velocity. This

is necessary since feasibility to Ω0 assumes instantaneous

change in velocity and the future positions may deviate

significantly from the DRVO predicted positions (see Fig. 3).

The procedure used in computing Ωr is outlined as follows.

For simplicity’s sake, consider an ASV model of the form

ẋ = f(x,u,w), (12)

which represents both the kinetic and kinematic equations

that describe the ASV’s motion (see e.g. [14] for specific

models of marine vessels). The vector x = (p, ψ,v, r)
represents the state of the ASV, where ψ is the heading,

and r is the turning rate. We assume that appropriate trans-

formations between the earth-fixed frame and the body-fixed

frame are applied in (12). The vector w represents the input

due to environmental disturbances such as ocean current and

wind forces. The vector u is the control input, which is

determined by a control law u = β(vref, x̂, ŵ) implemented

as an autopilot for tracking the reference velocity vref , using

the estimated state x̂ and disturbances ŵ. Consequently, the

closed-loop dynamics can be written as

ẋ = f
(

x, β(vref , x̂, ŵ),w
)

. (13)

Note that vref is typically derived from speed v and course χ
references, which may have different priorities. We simulate
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pB(0)

pB(tHd
)
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(Ωgrid = Ω̃grid ∩ Ω0)
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Fig. 3: Example of predictions for candidate velocities (large gray
arrows), using a dynamic model (blue, dashed) and straight paths
with instant rotation (black, dotted). Predicted positions may differ
significantly (e.g. circles at time tHd

). Collision avoidance decisions
using CPA or VO arguments may not be valid for time t < tHd

, but
valid for t ≥ tHd

(since predicted trajectories are ‘straight lines’).

(13) by (numerically) integrating over a relatively short

horizon tHd
, using Nd discrete sample times determined by

a discretization interval ts. The simulation of (13), using a

candidate vref ∈ Ωc, provides predicted positions {pk
A}

Nd

k=1

that are used to compute the predicted distance

dkAOj
= ‖pk

A − pk
Oj

‖ (14)

between the ASV (agent A) and each obstacle Oj ∈ O. We

compute pk
Oj

by assuming that the obstacle’s motion can be

approximated by a straight line trajectory within the time

the candidate velocity must be achieved (i.e. tHd
). For a

candidate velocity vc to be reachable (i.e. vc ∈ Ωr), it must

not lead to collision within time tHd
, and therefore results

in predicted distances that are such that

dkAOj
≥ dmin

AOj
, ∀Oj ∈ O and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nd}. (15)

C. Consistent reachable velocities

Finally, we discard reachable velocities, vr ∈ Ωr, that do

not lead to a behavior consistent with the DRVO strategy

(i.e. set Ω0) when reached at time tHd
. That is, we construct

Ωcr ⊆ Ωr such that the reachable velocity remains feasible

w.r.t. the projection of Ω0, constructed using predicted posi-

tions for time tHd
. Recall that using a VO approach implies

that we aim at keeping the ASV’s velocity constant when

possible. Therefore, we can achieve consistency with Ω0 by

ensuring that, for each obstacle Oj ∈ O,

dCPA
AOj |tHd

(vr) ≥ dCPA
AOj |t=0(vr), for tCPA

AOj |tHd
> 0, (16)

and the predicted side to pass does not change. Next, we

apply a cost function on Ωcr to arrive at a strategic decision.

D. Strategic collision avoidance decision

We select a consistent reachable velocity vcr ∈ Ωcr with

speed v and course χ that minimizes the following objective

on maneuvering effort and change in behavior:

ℓ1(v, χ;vcr) = qv(v − vprefA )2 + qχ(χ− χpref
A )2+ (17)

∆qv(v − vlastA )2 +∆qχ(χ− χlast
A )2 + q

T
T 2,

Algorithm 1 Proactive strategic collision avoidance scheme

1: for j = 1 to nO do

2: compute the share of responsibility αt,A|Oj
using (6)

3: construct DRVOA|Oj
(αt,A|Oj

), see Definition 3.1

4: construct the COLREGs set VA|Oj
, defined in Section III-B

5: end for

6: construct the set of candidate velocities Ωc, defined in (8)

7: ℓ∗
1
←∞

8: for all vc ∈ Ωc do

9: if (15) is satisfied then

10: if (16) is satisfied then

11: if ℓ1(·;vc) < ℓ∗
1

then

12: ℓ∗
1
← ℓ1(·;vc), {using (17)}

13: v
∗ ← vc

14: end if

15: end if

16: end if

17: end for

18: return v
∗

where v and χ may be prioritized separately through their

respective non-negative penalty weights qv, ∆qv, qχ, ∆qχ.

We penalize deviations from the preferred speed vprefA ,

preferred course χpref
A , and the last applied command in

speed vlastA and course χlast
A .

The term q
T
T 2 is a transitional cost (see [16]), which

imposes an extra penalty (with weight q
T

≥ 0) on veloci-

ties that lead to the termination of a COLREGs-compliant

maneuver. This term prevents oscillations which may occur

when the dynamics of the guidance system, e.g. Line-Of-

Sight (LOS) guidance, which generates the preferred veloc-

ity, is such that χpref
A does not always point towards the

ASV’s next waypoint. Since the ASV aims at following a

straight-line trajectory from time tHd
, we simply specify the

transitional cost in terms of a change in the predicted side

an obstacle is supposed to pass, by comparing the obstacle’s

location w.r.t. the ASV at the current CPA with the location

at the CPA computed using the velocity vcr and the predicted

position at time tHd
. Specifically, T :=

∑nO

j=1 Tj , where

Tj :=

{

1 if the passage side has changed

0 otherwise.
(18)

Note that the transitional cost also removes the need of

using hysteresis (as in e.g. [13]) to avoid oscillations due

to uncertainty in the decision variables. Since we implement

a simple constraint set, instead of a (possibly complicated)

penalty function for collision risk and COLREGs assessment,

tuning the cost function becomes a straightforward task of

specifying a desired maneuvering behavior for the ASV.

The resulting strategic proactive collision avoidance

scheme is outlined in Algorithm 1. In case Ωcr is empty,

we simply omit obstacles beyond a predefined range and

repeat only the affected procedures in Algorithm 1.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Test setup and objectives

We demonstrate the properties of the DRVO strategy

through a comparative study including RVO and VO. The



TABLE I: Initial values and limits for αt in DRVO , adapted

for each obstacle depending on the COLREGs scenario:

head-on (HO), crossing from starboard (CRG-SB) or port

(CRG-P), overtaking (OTG), and being overtaken (OT). The

arrow (→) denotes adaptation using (6) and Def. 3.2, and

red (→) means strict adaptation according to Def. 3.3.

Decision option Range [m] HO OTG/CRG-SB OT/CRG-P

Proactive (permitted) > 1000 α0=0→0.3 α0=0→0.5 α0=0
Proactive (required) < 1000 α−1→0.5 α−1→1.0 α−1→0.1
Reactive (permitted) < 600 α−1→1.0 α−1→1.0 α−1→1.0

main focus of the simulations is to show the effect of

proactively adapting the collision avoidance strategy accord-

ing to the proposals in this paper. Therefore, the particular

choice of ASV model and tuning parameters is not rele-

vant to the behavior properties discussed in this section.

Algorithm 1 is implemented using C++ and used in the

ROS simulation environment. We use the same implemen-

tation for all three approaches, and we simply set the αt

parameter in DRV O(αt) to fixed values for RVO and VO.

That is, VO=DRVO(αt =1) and RVO=DRVO(αt =0.5),
whereas αt is adapted for the proposed DRVO strategy with

initial values α0 selected based on COLREGs requirements

for a given scenario (see Table I). All other parameters are

the same for all three approaches. We use a LOS guidance

law (see e.g. [14]) to generate the ASV’s preferred velocity

towards its planned path.

We focus on the situation where the obstacle type and

intention are unknown to the ASV. The obstacle’s future be-

havior is therefore highly uncertain and no prior knowledge

(or initial prediction) of the obstacle’s behavior is available.

The ASV knows its own state and only the current position

and course of each obstacle. We consider realistic situations

at sea where deliberate decisions are expected from the ASV,

more than 1 nautical mile (NM) away from an obstacle,

and a CPA of 0.1 NM (i.e. 185.2m) is specified. Distances

specified in Table I are used to determine when proactive

and reactive actions are permitted or required (cf. COLREGs

stages discussed in [2]).

B. Behavior properties in single-obstacle scenarios

The results of three different cases of a head-on scenario

are presented in Fig. 4–5, where both the ASV and obstacle

have the same preferred speed of 5 m/s (∼10 knots). The

ASV observes the obstacle’s action relative to its own action.

That is, no action occurs, or the obstacle’s action occurs

either later, earlier, or at the same time as the ASV’s action.

In Fig. 4a, the obstacle acts late, but with the intention to

cooperate. The VO approach simply assumes the obstacle

will follow its new path, and therefore the ASV can return to

its original path, as quickly as possible. The RVO approach

expects the obstacle to reciprocate the ASV’s actions, and

since it is not the case, it also allows the ASV to return

to its original path, but not as quickly as VO. The DRVO

strategy evaluates the obstacle’s action according to Def.

(a) Obstacle acts late. (b) αt values (cf. (6)).

Fig. 4: Simulation of different behavior cases in a head-on scenario,
showing the properties of DRVO (blue), RVO (green, dashed), and
VO (black, dotted) for the ASV. The obstacle (red) is moving from
North to South, and the locations 1, 2, and 3, indicate the positions
of the obstacle and the ASV at the same sampling time.

3.2, and since the obstacle is cooperating, the responsibility

parameter αt is not adapted until the obstacle starts steering

towards the ASV at location 1 (cf. Fig. 4a and 4b). Note

that keeping αt constant until location 1 is not the same as

simply keeping a constant course or speed. Moreover, tuning

a collision avoidance algorithm to keep its decisions constant

for more than 100 m may not be feasible in some scenarios.

The main issue is that VO, RVO, and any other approach

that does not capture the intention of the obstacle to cooper-

ate may interpret a cooperative behavior as a change/end of

a scenario. Consequently, the ASVs behavior may become

reactive, unpredictable, violating COLREGs and increasing

the risk of collision. In the case shown in Fig. 4a, the ASV

has enough time to achieve the required CPA distance for

all approaches, even though the obstacle does not take its

required share of responsibility.

In Fig. 5a, the obstacle acts early, and it can be seen that

all three approaches make similar decisions in the beginning.

However, the decision to steer towards the original path

occurs early for VO, followed by RVO, and then DRVO,

which takes a more careful approach, as seen in the snap

shot in the top right corner of Fig. 5a. In the case where

the obstacle performs no action, as shown in Fig. 5b, the

idea of encouraging the obstacle to cooperate is evident in



(a) Obstacle acts early. (b) Obstacle stays on.

Fig. 5: Simulation of different behavior cases in a head-on scenario
(cf. Fig. 4).

the ASV’s initial behavior (see snap shot in the top right

corner). DRVO begins with a much less responsibility and

adapts towards full responsibility as it gets more apparent

that the obstacle is not cooperating (cf. column 2 of Table I).

C. Behavior properties in multi-obstacle scenarios

We will discuss more complex situations involving three

dynamic obstacles engaging the ASV in realistic scenarios,

as shown in Fig. 6. In Fig 6a, the obstacles attempt to coop-

erate according to COLREGs, and we consider decisions in

a reactive range (see Table I) since both VO and RVO are

designed to perform best as reactive methods.

It can be seen in Fig. 6a that although the initial DRVO be-

havior coincides with RVO, the assessment of the obstacle’s

cooperative behavior makes it possible for DRVO to make

proactive decisions by not quickly steering towards the ASVs

original path when the obstacles appear to be moving out of

its way (compare the location of the ASV and the obstacles at

p2). At p2 the ASV keeps the CPA distance when using either

VO, RVO, or DRVO. However, when obstacle 1 changes its

course towards South, dangerous decisions are made by both

VO and RVO. Both strategies allow the ASV to continue on

its current course for a while since the turning maneuver of

obstacle 1 still appears to move away from the ASV. This

dangerous decision makes the ASV violate the specified CPA

distance (185.2 m) and had to resort to an evasive maneuver,

which is clearly visible for VO and less dramatic for RVO.

DRVO, on the other hand, gains from the effect of its earlier

(a) Obstacles attempt to cooperate in a predictable manner.

(b) Obstacles stay on their original planned paths.

Fig. 6: Simulation of different behavior cases involving head-on,
crossing and overtaking scenarios. Different behaviors are recorded
for the ASV using DRVO (blue), RVO (green), and VO (black).
The locations p1, p2, and p3, indicate the positions of the obstacles
and the ASV at the same sampling time. In (b) the DRVO and RVO
behaviors are almost the same.

proactive decisions and also interprets the current behavior

of obstacle 1 as cooperating, and therefore does not make

the dangerous situation worse.

Comparing the observations in Fig 6a with Fig. 6b, where

the obstacles keep their planned paths, it becomes clear that

both VO and RVO perform better when the obstacles do not

cooperate. In fact, all approaches fulfill the required CPA

distance, even though VO’s decisions become unpredictable

and DRVO’s decisions are almost the same as that of RVO.

Recall that RVO is designed to perform well when the

cooperative behavior of the obstacles (exactly) reciprocates

the ASVs own actions, a case which is hardly true at sea.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A proactive collision avoidance method has been presented

and discussed in this paper. The method extends the RVO



approach with COLREGs-compliant behaviors, by taking

into account the required cooperative behavior of marine

vessels, which may not accurately reciprocate the behavior

of other vessels. A strategy for assessing the cooperative

behavior of obstacles is proposed and used in the decision

process to ensure that obstacles that intend to cooperate do

not lead to reactive ASV actions that increase the risk of

collision.

Properties that relate the velocity obstacles framework

to existing CPA techniques used for avoiding collision at

sea are also discussed. A predictive approach to solving

the feasibility issues of the VO framework, considering the

ASV’s dynamics and constraints, is proposed, and we have

shown that the VO framework can be extended to include

more refined objectives suitable for ASVs.

The simulation results show that the proposed DRVO

method performs better than both VO and RVO when obsta-

cles cooperate by following COLREGs. Moreover the results

provide a step towards achieving more realistic and pre-

dictable ASV behavior in complex situations at sea that are

typically resolved by required cooperative actions. Further

work will include experiments and a study on the effect of

uncertain decision variables and unknown disturbances.

VII. APPENDIX

A. Proof of Proposition 2.1

We show that dCPA
AB is equal to radius

r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

in (i) using Fig. 7. Consider the

ray λ(pB ,v
⊥
A|B) from pB in the direction perpendicular

to the relative velocity vA|B . The intersection pI of

λ(pB ,v
⊥
A|B) and λ(pA,vA|B) is a tangent point of a circle

centered at pB with radius r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

shown

in Fig. 7. The following derivation shows that the time at

the intersection is the tCPA
AB given by (2), which is used to

obtain the dCPA
AB in (3):

λ(pA,vA|B) = λ(pB ,v
⊥
A|B) ⇒ pA + tvA|B = pB + tv⊥A|B

t=
pBA · vA|B

(vA|B − v⊥
A|B) · vA|B

=
pBA · vA|B

‖vA|B‖2

which defines the tCPA
AB in (2). Using Fig. 7, we can obtain

an expression for the radius as (cf. (3)):

r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

= ‖pI − pB‖

= ‖(pI − pA)− (pB − pA)‖

= ‖tCPA
AB (vA − vB)− pB + pA‖ = dCPA

AB .

The necessary and sufficient conditions in (ii) follow

from the result in (i) using r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

= dmin
AB

and Lemma 1 in [5]. Moreover, at the closest point of

approach, A’s velocity vA is tangent to the circle of radius

r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

= dmin
AB around B, and can therefore

neither yield dCPA
AB < dmin

AB nor dCPA
AB > dmin

AB .

Finally, consider the size and shape of A and B expanded

as circles such that rA + rB = r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

. This

implies λ(pA,vA|B) is a tangent to the circle describing

the boundary of the set B ⊕ −A (cf. Def. 2.1). Therefore,

vA

−vB

vB

pA

pB

vA|B

λ(pB,v
⊥
A|B)

pI

λ(pA,vA|B)

r(·)

Fig. 7: Illustration for deriving dCPA

AB = r
(

pB ,λ(pA,vA|B)
)

.

λ(pA,vA|B) corresponds to an edge of CCA|B . The other

edge is the reflection of λ(pA,vA|B) about pBA, which

completes the proof.
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